
To shi�’ means ‘to move or cause to 
move from one place to another.’ The 
Shi� Levels Height Adjustable table 
was designed for exactly this: it was 
driven by the need in contemporary 
organisations for furniture that can 
move between functions, and fast. 

With uninhibited, unhindered 
connection comes spontaneity and 
bright ideas. Shi� was built with just 
this in mind: its distinctive shape 
makes connections of all kinds 
possible. 

Bene�ts
• Inspired by the contours of the 
guitar pick and tear drop shaped, 
Shi�’s Levels curving form supports 
clear lines of sight in all directions – at 
colleagues or clients in the room or on 
the screen. 

• Moving from sit to stand with 
ease, Shi� supports spine health 
while facilitating brainstorming and 
ideation. A�er all, the best ideas o�en 
come when we can move and express 
ourselves freely.

• To support optimal performance in 
the modern o�ce, everything from solo 
computer work to group presentations 
needs ready access to power. Shi� 
caters to this via its ingenious, Atlas-
inspired built-in cable management 
system.  

Warranty 
12-year, 3-shi�

Shi� Levels™ Tables

hermanmiller.com/en_apc/shi�-levels-tables

http://hermanmiller.com/en_apc/shift-levels-tables
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Guitar Pick 2060 X 2090

Click here to view the complete textile and materials o�ering for Shi� Levels Tables.

Click here to see how Shi� Levels Tables meet your environmental goals.

Click here to explore the 3D model library.

Materials

Sustainability

3D Models
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Shi� Levels™ Tables

Statement of Line Overview

1. Teardrop surface

2. Guitar pick surface

3. Double flipper

4. Leg column with connecting foot

5. Energy chain

6. Control switch
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